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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,

Welcome to the latest edition of the BST Newsletter which as you will see has reverted
back to being weekly; this should mean that it is easier to follow your favourite reviews.

This edition is a bumper one we have 2 New Reviews starting Football Lays and The
Form Man plus 2 Final Reviews Lay Bet Dominator and ProBall Club one passed and one
failed, our featured review is Football Bets and also an article from me.

We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at
news@bettingsystemtruths.com

mailto:news@bettingsystemtruths.com
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Speak To Me Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

I sent a broadcast email out on Sunday gone to a section of readers on the Betting System Truths newsletter that
have been quiet for a number of weeks. The email was entitled "Speak To Me". My main aim was to try to find
out why this sub section of people on the BST list of seventeen thousand people were not opening the emails and
checking out what we had to say. You would not have seen that email if you are an active reader but, this email
and the results would interest you greatly so I decided to offer it to everyone on the newsletter as a year-end
article! Articles are something I do not have the time to do usually and so you are in for a real treat. (I hope)

As far as I was concerned the email I sent out on Sunday the 25th November was going to eleven thousand list
members that had shown no interest in the newsletter of late... How wrong was I...?

We have had 1,437 personal replies. I am not kidding. I sent the email out to 11,000BST readers who lets say,
are not as active on the blog as the other 6,000 or so readers. Six thousand one hundred and thirty two readers
opened that email and for me that was amazing in its self, before I even opened my email to see the responses.

It has taken myself and Kevin over 48 hours to read every single email but as I am sure you will appreciate it
would be impossible to reply to everyone before the end of this year let alone in a few days, hence why I thought
it a good idea to produce and share this article based on the feedback.

The good news from the broadcast on Sunday is that we have around 12,500 newsletter subscribers that have
opened BST broadcasts in the past 10 days. I am sure right now, that nobody else in this arena is getting open
rates like this. It is testament of all our efforts here at "Review Towers". I feel gratified that all those that usually
are silent appreciate all our work here. Reaching out to so many people also means that as an authority figure in
this market we can affect many peoples purchasing decisions. Which pleases me a lot because I only want you to
buy products that have shown good signs of working long-term and in addition, only where the vendor has
distinct credibility.

Now I would like to go through with you our overall feedback...

The feedback was easy to split into seven different sections and I am going to cover all seven with you in order
of percentages...

100% = 1,437 email responses

• I just do not get the time. - 48.2%
• I am under financial Strain. - 26.2%
• Disillusion with betting systems/services. - 8.8%
• I get to much junk mail and I do not know whom to trust. - 5.8%
• Did not know there was a newsletter. - 4.3%
• I have been on Holiday/Vacation. - 3.4%
• I am having some family problems. - 3.3%

Ok so I am going to run through my thoughts on each of the important categories...

I just do not get the time. - 48.2%

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/bst
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/bst
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/news
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/review
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/betting
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I for one know how hard it is to find the time to enjoy time with my daughter and wife let alone read the news or
any publication online. This was something I expected to be the majority reason for not reading the newsletters
and it was. Forty eight point two percent of you simply do not have enough time to read the newsletter each
week and that is understandable. A high percentage of those who replied with this reason expressed that they
wish to stay on the newsletter list because BST is a resource they trust and should they have time in the future
they would definitely read what we have to say here.

I am under financial Strain. - 26.2%

I have been in this position back in 2007 and I met Steve Davidson. Steve introduced me to a few books, which
helped me massively which then led me on to the Secret by an author called Rhonda Byrne, which you really
need to read. All the books I have listed below are fantastic books you should purchase today and read. They are
on Amazon. Click on the image of each one and add to cart... Seriously do it... Do it right now! They changed
my life. In 2007, I was in 27k pounds worth of credit card debt. It took me 5 years but I am now debt free and am
just about to get a mortgage offer, which was unthinkable to me 5 years ago!

Unfortunately the buy links aren’t retained in the PDF so please view the original article if you are interested in
buying any of the books:-

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/important-announcments/2012/11/29/re-speak-to-me/

Disillusion with betting systems/services. - 8.8%

Understandably, 8.8% of you told me that you have about had enough of buying systems and services only for
them to buckle and you lose faith in them too quickly. This for me is down to the fact that once bitten you are
now twice shy and I call this the 'scepticism factor'. Betting in general is a risky business. You may wonder why
tipsters sell their tips when they could use them their selves to make a handsome profit. Programmed in all of us
as soon as we think we have been conned is scepticism. Most tipsters I know make a lot of money with their tips
and others do not bet at all. At the end of the day if there is a market to feed someone will be there to feed it.
Why wont Mr Benson and Hedges just go and smoke his fags to himself instead of selling them to tobacco
addicts? It is the same principle and I would never castrate any honest man or women who feel they can provide
a service to people without the mindset of trying to (Mind my Swedish!) screw people over for financial gain.
We also have to understand that no matter how we feel about tipsters and system providers we cannot paint
everyone with the same tainted brush because that is unfair. Everyone deserves a chance.

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/news
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/steve
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/steve
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/free
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/important-announcments/2012/11/29/re-speak-to-me/
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The scepticism factor takes me back to 2007 when Victoria (my now wife) and me was sat in the middle of Ibiza
town at the McDonalds restaurant with our 'at the time' 5 year old daughter Hollie. We were naive and
inexperienced travellers. I placed our bag with all of our valuables under Vicki's feet and within 30 seconds of
my doing that somebody expertly took my attention away from the direction of the bag and somebody else
cleverly placed the bag inside their pushchair and fled the scene. We did not know this until an English woman
told us a minute later. Everything was in this bag, money, video camera, her mom's camera :(, glasses some
jewellery, luckily not our passports. We were in absolute horror. You know that feeling when the blood rushes to
your face and an immediate sick feeling in the pit of your stomach starts.

We spent the next 30 minutes running around Ibiza Town trying to find our bag... I have no idea to this day,
what I thought I would encounter had we found the thief and the bag... I am a big guy, I was an amateur boxer
for 4 years from the age of 11 to 14 and I can pack a punch however, what was I going to do when encountered
with a gang who most probably would of had weapons. This was not going through our heads at the time. We
were being very irrational about the situation, which is what we do as humans. Luckily enough we never found
our bag or the people involved and ended up at a police station.

Anyway, the point of telling this story was that because of this horrible experience we would not ever get stung
again. In a way looking back, I was glad that none of us actually got hurt and all they took was material items
and in time we could replace them. When I compare this experience with buying a system or tipster service, I
can fully understand why 8.8% of people on this email broadcast are disillusioned with betting systems/services.
Vicki and I always keep our bags close to our person and within view and we trust absolutely no strangers who
might approach us. We must look like fools sometimes when market researcher's in the middle of Lichfield
square jump on us and the first thing we do is grasp hold of our bags! That is what it does to you and you just
have to learn to trust again. That does not mean disregarding caution. With everything, we have to be cautious
and this applies to our investments to.

I get to much junk mail and I do not know whom to trust. - 5.8%

Make sure you add this email address to your safe addresses admin@bettingsystemtruths.com

Quite a few of you did not even know that we were a review site! We review products that are on the market for
up to 3 months if needed so that you do not have to shell out to find out they do not work. Our voluntary
reviewers provide all this free of charge and in their spare time. Some of our reviewers have been reviewing for
5 years now! We never ever hard sell you any products on the review site. We review products and let you know
of their progress. If they are doing well then we will tell you they are doing well. If they are doing badly then we
tell you that also. At the end of a review, our reviewer and review manager decide on an overall star ranking.
The newsletter each week has an all-time comparison league table, which detail a multitude of reviews past and
present.

Did not know there was a newsletter. - 4.3%

When we send out a newsletter, we always use the same words in the subject. It will look something like this...

[BST] - PDF Newsletter 109 [Short Description Here]

The newsletter will appear to come from *Betting System Truths. Notice there is a star before the senders name
for recognition purposes. I have been doing this for 5 years and open rates drop if I remove the star so that tells
me that BST readers look for that star.

I have been on Holiday/Vacation. - 3.4%

mailto:admin@bettingsystemtruths.com
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Well obviously, if you were on holiday I am sorry that you ended up in this group however, the test data, which
landed you in the non-responder group, derived from 5 weeks study. I did not think that many people taking
holidays usually went for longer than 3 weeks. Obviously 3.4% of you did. Lucky sods!

I am having some family problems. - 3.3%

There is not much I can say apart from it is very understandable and no one would expect you to be doing
anything other than attending to your family in times such as these...

We have come to the end of this article based on my research into the newsletter readership. Having completed
the research, it has confirmed to me that I should move swiftly on with my plans in 2013 where I am going to set
up a tipster platform made up of two sets of members... the Providers, and the Subscribers. Anyone can be a
Provider and anyone can be a Subscriber. Providers will be able to deliver their service without having to worry
about buying a domain name, setting up a website, getting a merchant account for taking payments and of course
finding customers. In 2013, 'Tipster Hub' will come in to fruition and I am going to be working with Malcolm
Pett using his Tipster in a box so that each tipster can provide an automated service. This will not be like any
other kind of tipster service though. Each tipster that joins as a provider will be responsible for his or her own
service and must agree to offer a free 5-week trial upfront to all subscribers.

Anyway, I think that is enough on this subject for now. I will reveal all next year. Thanks for reading.

& Profitable Punting,

James Fitzmaurice
(The Critique)

P.S. I will be interested to hear your comments about this article.

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/important-announcments/2012/11/29/re-speak-to-me/#comments

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/important-announcments/2012/11/29/re-speak-to-me/#FEFF0063006F006D006D0065006E00740073
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Featured Review Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Football Bets Week 7

Sgt Chris reviewing Football Bets

2nd December 2012

Hi bloggers,

Here's the results for the seventh week of my Football Bets review.

A small reminder about the staking plans we use:

1.Level stakes

2.Author's advised stakes

3.A rolling bank staking plan.Staking 2% of the bank at each bet, and recalculating at the end of the betting
day.If it's a losing day, my stake for the next one will remain the same, but if it's a winning one i will recalculate
my stake according to my new bank.Every time my bank hits a new high,my stake will increase, but it won't
decrease after a losing performance.It's risky but i'd thought it might be worth it.

So, onto the results:

27th November

Selection Bet Odds Advised
Stake

Rolling
Stake Result Level

P/L
Advised
P/L

Rolling
P/L

Dundee
Utd v
Motherwell

Motherwell
'Draw No
Bet'

2.25 1 pt 2.13
pts Won 1.25

pt 1.25 pt 2.66 pts

Brighton
'To Beat'
Bristol
CityDundee
Utd v
Motherwell
'First Half
Over 0.5
goals'

Mixed
Double 2.20 1 pt 2.13

pts Won 1.2 pt 1.20 pt 2.56 pts

28th November 2012

Selection Bet Odds Advised
Stake

Rolling
Stake Result Level

P/L
Advised
P/L

Rolling
P/L

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Football_Bets
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/betting
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Swansea
Most
Corners v
West
BromMan
City To
Beat
Wigan

Mixed
Double 2.40 1 pt 2.13

pts Won 1.4 pt 1.4 pt 2.98
pts

1st December 2012

Selection Bet Odds Advised
Stake

Rolling
Stake Result Level

P/L
Advised
P/L

Rolling
P/L

West
Ham v
Chelsea

West
Ham +2
in Corner
Handicap

1.91 1 pt 2.18
pts Won 0.91

pt 0.91 pt 1.98
pts

QPR v
Aston
Villa

QPR To
Win 2.10 1 pt 2.18

pts Lost -1 pt -1 pt -2.18
pts

Watford
v
Barnsley

Watford
To Win 1.83 1 pt 2.18

pts Won 0.83
pt 0.83 pt 1.81

pts

2nd December

Selection Bet Odds Advised
Stake

Rolling
Stake Result Level

P/L
Advised
P/L

Rolling
P/L

Cardiff v
Sheffield
Wednesday

Cardiff -
1 in the
Asian
Handicap

2.14 1 pt 2.21
pts

Stake
Returned 0 pt 0 pt 0 pts

Level stakes Staking Plan:

Starting balance : 100 pts

Weekly P/L: 4.59 pts

Running Balance : 105.13 pts

Advised stakes staking Plan:

Starting Balance : 100 pts

Weekly P/L : 4.59 pts

Running Balance : 101.14 pts
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Rolling stakes Staking Plan :

Starting Balance :100 pts

Weekly P/L : 9.81 pts

Running Balance : 110.61 pts

Until next time then..

[Click Here To See Football Bets]

Sgt Chris Introduces Football Bets

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

New Reviews Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Football Lays Introduction

Sergeant John Introduces Football Lays

Sergeant John here, back from a short review break with batteries charged and raring to go with an
interesting new one from Down Under.

This review is on another tasty-looking product from the Steve Davidson stable and his Football
Lays claims to have not had a losing month in the past year. This period produced an eye-catching
713 points profit from the European season and also what is termed the ‘Off Season Leagues’.

These leagues are resident in Finland, Brazil, Norway and Sweden and this year ran from 16th May
to 9th September, producing 148 points profit with a strike-rate of 55%, betting on 197 games.

Steve is insistent on making sure readers are not confused with the well-known system 'Lay The
Draw' and tells us Football Lays comes as an exe file (a program) and not in pdf form. In that he
details how to find selections. He also delivers selections into your inbox, which can include four
days' worth in one batch.

http://bettingsystemtruths.com/Football_Bets
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Football_Lays
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Selections can be layed days in advance and you do not need to be poised over the mouse button as
games go in-play. With some tips available three days in advance I shall be looking at differences in
price nearer the kick-off time to see if there are more qualifiers.

The current cost of Football Lays is £69.97 and, consistent with all of Steve Davidson’s digital
products, there are no refunds. Rest assured though, he does provide excellent customer service
should you have any queries.

This review will last for 56 betting days with an option to extend to 84 betting days should the
results are going well or the selections are not so frequent. With the amount of bets outlined above I
somehow doubt that the selections will be infrequent.

I shall be using a one-point level stake for each selection and follow any recommended staking plan
by the author.

Past results seem to be very profitable and I shall be very interested to see if they can maintain this
as the review goes forward.

[Click here to see Football Lays]

Best Regards

Sergeant John Introduces Football Lays

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

The Form Man - Introduction
3rd December 2012

Sergeant Lucian - Introduces The Form Man

Hi Bloggers,

Allow me to introduce a tipping service from SportWorld Publishing - The Form Man.

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Football_Lays
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/The_Form_Man
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As the name says this is a tipping service provided by The Form Man.

The service provides horse racing selections on Win and Place market around 12 selections per day. Selections
can be Win only, place only or both. Proofing will use Betfair Starting Price (BSP) but it is really the buyers
choice if they want to use other bookies with horse racing markets.

On the Form Man web page you can find results from August. The results with 1 point level stake are: August -
profit 143.70 points, September - profit 82.39 points, October - profit 7.70 points, November - profit 32.14
points.

Membership of The Form Man is £95 per month, not cheap but this review will help you to see if the money is a
good investment.

I'll use for this review only one bank of 100 points. The review will be for 56 betting days extended to 84 betting
days if it does well. Please note that during the review maybe I will come up with some extra staking strategies
if this will bring more profit. This will be extra and not count in the final review.

Thank you for your time and I hope you enjoy the review.

[Click here to see The Form Man]

Regards,

Sgt Lucian - Introduces The Form Man

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Final Reviews Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Lay Bet Dominator - Final Review

Sgt Colin reviews Lay Bet Dominator

Summary: Failed

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/The_Form_Man
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/laybetdominatoruk
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Hi, Sgt Colin here, with the final review of the Lay Bet Dominator service, a straightforward horseracing tipping
service which selects horses to lay on the betting exchanges. Part of the Steve Davidson stable of services, this is
intended as a low liability service, and selections must have odds at 3.0 or below for bets to be placed. The
selections are provided by e-mail (usually the previous day to racing) and on a members only website, where the
results are also published.

The Lay Bet Dominator service currently costs £35 per month, or £90 per quarter, or £175 for 6 months (with 1
month added on!).

The website suggested 3 potential staking plans;

a) fixed liabilities, whereby whatever the odds the liability remains the same on each bet in £ terms.

b) % liabilities, whereby the liability on each bet is a fixed % of the betting bank

c) fixed stakes, where the profit target for each bet remains the same in £ terms. Thus the higher the odds, the
higher the liability.

Results

I reviewed Lay Bet Dominator for 58 days, using Betfair SP as the odds. For each of the 3 staking plans, I started
with a 100 point bank and staked 5 points (Plan a), 5% of the bank (Plan b) and aimed for 5 points profit (Plan
c).

We ended with a loss overall using each of the staking plans, and therefore we have to classify this as a failed
trial.

Fixed Liabilities: Final Bank 87.4 points – Loss 12.6 points from 410 points staked

% liabilities: Final bank 81.0 points – Loss 19 points from 349 points staked.

Fixed stakes: Final bank 72.4 points – Loss 27.6 points from 555 points staked.

We ended with 45 winning lays out of 82 selections (55% hit rate), not enough when the average lay odds were
2.3.

The review was virtually scuppered in the first 10 days, when after an initial winner we recorded 8 consecutive
losing bets, and we had 12 losing bets out of the first 15 to effectively halve our bank. The results improved from
there, and we had almost achieved breakeven over the trial with a week to go, only to slip back into losses again.

Strangely, had we laid all of the selections (ignoring the odds limit of 3.0) we would have been profitable during
the trial.

Ease of Use

It couldn’t be much easier, as long as you have a Betfair account. Receive the selections, place an SP bet using
the odds limit function, which is well explained on the website, and wait!

Service

This was quite excellent – emails were received promptly. The website was updated swiftly too, was secure,
gave accurate results with no fudging / lame excuses etc. First class I think.

Summary
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The review has to be classified as a FAILED service as we lost money during the trial period, due to a dreadful
start. A pity because the customer service was excellent and the service was easy to use.

[Click here to see Lay Bet Dominator....]

Sgt Colin Summary of Lay Bet Dominator

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

ProBall Club – Final review

December 3 2012

Sergeant Steve Reviews ProBall Club

PASSED AND APPROVED

Hi Bloggers,

As stated in the introduction I kept five separate banks and will review as such. I started with a $2000 bank in
each, having $100 bets on all selections, except for the golf which I started with $5000 as there was a higher
number of bets in that system. Therefore 20 point banks with a 50 point bank for golf.

To recap, ProBall Club gives the services of 5 separate tipsters for both Sports Bets (Football, Golf and Tennis)
and Horse Racing, for both back and Lay bets (as follows).

 Football Lays Service - laying the draw;
 Football Back Service - double chance bets, which covers both the team you are backing and the draw;
 Racing Lays Service - lays low priced favourites
 Pro Tennis Tips – straight match win betting; and

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/laybetdominatoruk
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/ProBallClub
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 The Golf tips service offers 2 main types of bets, outright bets (each/way) and 2/3 Ball Bets.

There was also an additional tip given out called ‘Profit/Perm tips’ which were football accumulator bets. These
weren’t ‘official’ bets and dried up about half way through the review so I am ignoring them for the purposes of
this final review.

I didn’t actually have to know anything about any of these sports to place these bets. I just received an email and
put them on. There doesn’t appear to be a money back guarantee if you are not satisfied with this product. The
cost is £47 per month all up.

ProBall Club claimed to have made £40,085.00 profit in the first 7 months of 2012 at an average of almost
£6,000.00 per month (to £100 stakes). I started with a bank of $13,000 and finished with a bank of $16,954, a
$3,954 profit and a 30.4% return for the trial period, much better than bank interest! And this result was
exacerbated by an extraordinarily bad last day of the trial where it lost $2,390 so if we finish the trial a day
earlier we make a $6,344 profit, a return of 48.8%. But that’s punting I’m afraid. Anyway, on to the nitty gritty.

Pro Football Lays (Lay the Draw)

So altogether there were 109 qualifiers, 89 winners and 20 losers for a strike rate of 82 per cent.

I cannot confirm the total amount staked however the bank moving from $2,000 to $3,795 represents a return on
investment of around 90 per cent in less than 3 months, which is nothing to be ashamed of in this economic
climate!

4 stars

Start Balance: $2,000

Final Balance: $3,795

Pro Football Backs (Double Chance)

Altogether there were 114 qualifiers and 64 winners for a strike rate of 56 per cent.

So therefore the total amount staked was $11,400 for a return of $11,266, a return on investment of around -1.2
per cent, a little disappointing. This system never really threatened at any stage.

2.5 stars

Start Balance: $2,000

Final Balance: $1,866
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Pro Racing Lays

A bit unlucky with this system as it really gathered momentum then lost nearly $1,700 on the final 2 days.
Altogether there were 113 qualifiers and 88 winners (losers) for a strike rate of 78 per cent.

Again, I cannot confirm the total amount staked however the bank moving from $2,000 to $954 represents a
return on investment of around -52 per cent, very disappointing but also a little unlucky. This system was
looking the goods for a long period of time until the end after being sluggish at the start.

Failed

Start Balance: $2,000

Final Balance: $954

Pro Tennis Tips

Altogether there were 66 qualifiers and 47 winners for a strike rate of 72 per cent.

So therefore the total amount staked was $6,600 for a return of $7,389, a return on investment of around 12 per
cent, not bad at all. This system took a while to get rolling but was reasonably solid.

3 stars

Start Balance: $2,000

Final Balance: $2,789

Pro Golf Tips

I will divide this analysis into 2 parts, the each ways and the head to heads. I have to own up to a couple of errors
along the way so revised final result is below.
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Each ways

Altogether there were 121 qualifiers, with 8 winners and 16 further placegetters for a strike rate of 19.8 per cent.
The total amount staked was $12,100 for a return of $13,521, a return on investment of around 12 per cent, not
bad at all. This system throws up few winners, but when it does it is very worthwhile.

Head to Heads

Altogether there were 125 qualifiers, with 59 winners and 18 ties for a win strike rate of 47.2 per cent and a ‘non
lose’ of 61.6 per cent. The total amount staked was $12,500 for a return of $13,629, a return on investment of
around 9 per cent, not bad at all. So overall the golf is a pretty solid earner.

4 stars

Start Balance: $5,000

Final Balance: $7,550

Final Analysis

Any system that makes a 30%+ return in less than 3 months has to be a good one though for me I’d be cherry
picking the lay the draw and golf tips personally. I have provided my ratings for each of the individual systems
and I am giving ProBall Club an overall rating of 3 stars but I believe overall it may well perform better than
that, I think this review might have landed in a time of lesser performance.

Start Balance: $13,000

Final Balance: $16,954

[See the Proball Club sales page here...]

Regards

Sergeant Steve Reviews ProBall Club

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/ProBallClub
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Current Reviews Return to Contents/Index

This is a quick insight how each review is performing.

Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. These rules are hard and fast without
room for interpretation or discretion.

Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or advices that are applied, with skill, by the
user of the service.

Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you back the tips to the recommended
stakes or to level stakes

Betting Speed Evolution Reviewer Sgt Lucian Backing & Laying
Systems

Up to day 71 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

Bank 1 -6.12 59.67 -40.33

Bank 2 1.96 114.03 14.03
Bank 3 -1.34 101.10 1.10

See the Betting Speed Evolution Review pages here…
See the Betting Speed Evolution Sales pages here…

Colin Leafe Racing Reviewer Sgt Howard Backing System

Up to day 94 This Week Cumulative

P/L 50 point Start Bank P/L
Bank 1 5.25 64.33 14.33

Bank 2 5.25 67.33 17.33

See the Colin Leafe Racing Review pages here…
See the Colin Leafe Racing Sales pages here…

Football Bets Reviewer Sgt Chris Backing Tips

Up to Week 7 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

Bank 1 4.59 105.13 5.13

Bank 2 4.59 101.14 1.14

Bank 3 9.81 110.61 10.61

See the Football Bets Review pages here…
See the Football Bets Sales pages here…

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Betting-Speed-Evolution/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Betting_Speed_Evolution
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Colin-Leafe-Racing/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Colin_Leafe_Racing
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Football_Bets
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Football_Bets
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Golden Soccer Stars Reviewer Sgt Rob Backing System

Up to day 53 This Week Cumulative

P/L £500 Start Bank P/L

5 Bet Bank -49.98 1,194.57 694.57

4 Bet Bank -54.40 1,243.30 743.30

See the Golden Soccer Star Review pages here…
See the Golden Soccer Star Sales pages here…

Midas Method Reviewer Sgt Howard Backing System

Up to day 64 This Week Cumulative

P/L £1000 Start Bank P/L
Bank 1 -209.24 623.74 -376.26

Bank 2 -133.40 943.07 -56.93

See Midas Method Review pages here…
See Midas Method Sales pages here…

Odds On Ron Reviewer Sgt Colin Backing Tips

Up to day 69 This Week Cumulative
P/L 100 point Start Bank P/L

-18.20 255.30 155.30

See the Odds On Ron Review pages here…
See the Odds On Ron Sales pages here…

Smart Soccer Trading Reviewer Sgt Lucian Trading Strategies

Up to Week 4 This Week Cumulative

P/L 1000 point Start Bank P/L

536.30 2,330.22 1,330.22

See the Smart Soccer Trading Review pages here…
See the Smart Soccer Trading Sales pages here…

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Golden_Soccer_Star/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Golden_Soccer_Star
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Midas-Method/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Midas_Method
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Odds-On-Ron/
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Odds_On_Ron
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/tag/Smart-Soccer-Trading
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/Smart_Soccer_Trading
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League Table of Reviews Return

A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work out the profit (or
loss) as a percentage of the starting bank. Obviously this table doesn’t replace reading
the reviews, because profit as %age of bank is not the only factor in judging a system.
Nevertheless, it is a valid at-a-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.
The league table now includes systems that have finished their reviews as well.
We have twenty seven reviews that have made a profit of over 15%.

Total Profit as Position Position
System Start Profit %age of Last This
Reviewed Bank /Loss Bank Week Week
Betting Bubbles 50 148.75 297.50% 1 1

ProBall Club Pro Football Lays 1000 2440.00 244.00% 3 2

Place Bet Pro 1000 2121.80 212.18% 2 3

Odds On Ron 100 170.30 170.30% 4 4

Form Labs 60 Minutes 100 160.41 160.41% 5 5

Form Labs Game Notes 100 159.14 159.14% 6 6

Golden Soccer Star 4 Bet Bank 500 776.33 155.27% 34 7

Golden Soccer Star 5 Bet Bank 500 735.46 147.09% 35 8

The Evening Value Service 500 569.70 113.94% 7 9

Auto Bet Wins Bank 2 100 113.19 113.19% 8 10

BettingFlow 50 43.15 86.30% 9 11

Soccer Betting Oracle 200 155.59 77.80% 12 12

Auto Bet Wins Bank 1 100 75.79 75.79% 13 13

ProBall Club Pro Tennis Tips 1000 676.00 67.60% 11 14

Form Labs HT In-Play 100 52.03 52.03% 15 15

Triple H Version 1 300 149.20 49.73% 16 16

Betting Speed Evolution Bank 3 100 49.09 49.09% 25 17

PAWS 100 48.22 48.22% 14 18

Midas Method Bank 2 1000 472.52 47.25% 17 19

Smart Racing NHF 1000 395.65 39.57% 18 20

Cricket Tipster 100 34.80 34.80% 19 21

Triple H Version 2 300 99.20 33.07% 20 22

The Laying Game 500 148.54 29.71% 21 23

Greyhound Lay Pro 100 23.77 23.77% 23 24
Smart Soccer Trading 1000 222.58 22.26% N/A 25
Little Acorns Football Bankbuilder 176 33.50 19.03% 24 26
Midas Method Bank 1 1000 158.78 15.88% 26 27
Smart Racing Sequencer 1000 131.47 13.15% 27 28
Little Acorns 300 39.35 13.12% 28 29
Colin Leafe Racing Bank 1 100 10.00 10.00% 31 30
ProBall Club Pro Golf Tips 5000 475.00 9.50% 22 31
Colin Leafe Racing Bank 2 100 9.00 9.00% 32 32
The Football Betting Winning Strategies – Back 200 13.86 6.93% 29 33
Soccer Betting HQ 500 34.46 6.89% 30 34
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Betting Speed Evolution Bank 2 100 5.77 5.77% 33 35
Football Bets Bank 3 100 2.78 2.78% N/A 36
Football Bets Bank 1 100 1.46 1.46% N/A 37
SSP American NFL 100 0.46 0.46% 36 38
Trainer Track Stats – Flat 250 0.14 0.06% 37 39
Ace Betting Club 200 -2.82 -1.41% 38 40
Football Bets Bank 2 100 -2.53 -2.53% N/A 41
Trainer Track Stats – NH 250 -7.56 -3.02% 39 42
Dream Lays Level Stakes 5000 -278.00 -5.56% 40 43
Dream Lays Fixed Liability 5000 -339.32 -6.79% 41 44
ProBall Club Pro Football Backs 1000 -109.00 -10.90% 43 45
Lay Bet Dominator Bank 1 100 -11.50 -11.50% 42 46
ProBall Club Pro Racing Lays 1000 -139.00 -13.90% 10 47
Partners In Profit – NH 1000 -140.00 -14.00% 44 48
Lay Bet Dominator Bank 2 100 -14.50 -14.50% 45 49
Betting Speed Evolution Bank 1 100 -17.70 -17.70% 49 50
Partners In Profit – Flat 1000 -216.50 -21.65% 46 51
SSP American NHL 100 -23.51 -23.51% 47 52
Paul Morris Football 100 -23.97 -23.97% 48 53
Beaten Females 500 -126.59 -25.32% 50 54
Value At The Races 500 -132.94 -26.59% 51 55
SSP American NBA 100 -26.92 -26.92% 52 56
The Football Betting Winning Strategies – Lay 100 -29.15 -29.15% 53 57
Lay Bet Dominator Bank 3 100 -32.10 -32.10% 54 58
ProBall Club Profit Perm Tips 10000 -3353.00 -33.53% 55 59
Mals Lay System 100 -55.90 -55.90% 56 60
Fold4Gold 500 -293.26 -58.65% 57 61
Golf Investor Club 1000 -659.00 -65.90% 58 62
Win Master Pro 500 -385.75 -77.15% 59 63

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Next Week Return to Contents/Index

Remember to read the full blogger’s review for anything that interests you at
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/ so that you can get a feel for how the service pans
out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST Newsletter in your e-mails next
Wednesday.

Regards,
James

http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/

